
<A Freeman's Address>
(Without Postcode)

Date:<xxx>
<Name of Representative>
<Address of Corporation>

Dear <Name of Representative>

Notice of Confirmation of   <Issue>   Estoppel   <by Acquiescence>     as appropriate  
<A Freeman's Reference>

Without Prejudice

This is a courtesy notice confirming the intentions outlined to you in my previous Notice dated 
<date>. 

Whereas I have received no properly addressed and saluted reply by way of valid counter claim 
against the understandings previously outlined to you, and therefore no agreement to my 
conditional acceptance of the offer you apparently made in the form of demands upon <'Legal 
Fiction Name'>, within the <14 (fourteen)> day notice period of the recorded delivery receipt of 
said notice (a period which expired on <date>), I hereby give final confirmatory notice that this 
has been deemed by all parties to result in <'issue estoppel' (as the understandings were not 
validly counterclaimed against with appropriate proof of claim) and 'estoppel by 
acquiescence' (as no properly addressed and saluted reply has been received within the 
notice period)>. 

(A Freeman uses both or either of the above claims of estoppel as appropriate to the circumstances)

Some correspondence from your organisation may have been delivered to my address,  however 
if this was incorrectly addressed to <'Legal Fiction Name'>, rather than to me, the human man 
<A Freeman's Given Name>, of the family <'A Freeman's Family Name'> as commonly called. 
it will have been ignored and remained un-opened, and may have been returned to you, as was 
advised it would be under these circumstances in my previous lawful and honourable notice to 
you. Any future correspondence will be similarly treated. I have acted honourable by giving you 
prior notice of how you must address me and have therefore claimed the right, now and on into 
the future, to treat correspondence in this manner without dishonour on my part.

(A Freeman uses the above paragraph if the organisation wrote to his legal fiction again)

This now means you as principle and any agents or other parties you may appoint in this matter 
have abandoned all demands you may have thought you had upon me, the human man <A 
Freeman's Given Name>, of the family <'A Freeman's Family Name'> as commonly called.

Notice to principle is notice to agent and vice versa

Sincerely and without prejudice, ill will, vexation or frivolity

<A Freeman's Mark>
<A Freeman's Given Name> : <'A Freeman's Family Name'>
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